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Faculty Concerns - We understand there are technology issues especially when people 
have general frustrations as to how to use the equipment. They can email or call IT and 
we will take care of the issue. The request forms are available on the website at 
http://laspositascollege.edu/technology/index.php 

Boot Up Issue - This is a result of group policy. We installed Deep Freeze on all 
instructional computers which will restore the computer to its original state to eliminate any 
malware. The implications of not having this are greater than not having it. 

Question - Are we still doing faculty orientation? Yes. This is the first time we have hired 
any new faculty in 5 years. If we are seeing an issue, then the deans should probably 
bring someone over to address that issue 

Steve Gunderson - No written report. 

Heidi Ulrech - No written report - We are in the process of working with the 
Administrators in Student Services on the SARS program. Jeannine will work Vice 
President Rodriguez regarding the e-advising modular. 

Question - Is there a charge for the Blackboard Application? Yes. If your school licenses 
Blackboard Mobile Learn, you'll be able to use the app for free. If not, you will need to 
purchase access for just $1. 99 a year or $5. 99 for life. 

Scott Vigallon - Absent -No report. 

4. New Business

Review Committee Structure - (Attachment A) made changes to the structure of the committee.
Forwarding to College Council for approval.

Open Projects List - We are going to come up with agenda items that are pertinent to the
committee, not work orders. We will remove the current open projects list and start fresh.

Webmaster- We have a temporary person, Randy Morton, who is grant funded (CTE) and will be
working on updating with Vicki Shipman. Both colleges need help. WE currently edit content only.
We need to assess where we are and what needs to be done. We need a primary person to drive
the train. Bring in a consultant to assess where we are and then work with the user group on
implementation. The user experience needs to drive the project. It is not a good time to have this
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